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The ultrasonic signals observed in inspection processes can often be accurately 
predicted by suitable measurement models. These model predictions can be used to provide 
important information to guide the development of subsequent signal processing algorithms. 
Here such a hybrid use of ultrasonic modeling and signal processing is demonstrated in the 
context of the problem of detecting ultrasonic flaw signals in noise. In particular, we wish 
to apply this hybrid methodology as an initial approach to solving the problem of detecting 
hard-alpha inclusions in titanium alloys. 
The "hard-alpha" inclusions are known to be brittle regions of microstructure caused 
by oxygen or nitrogen contaminations. During high-stressed manufacturing process or in-
service operations, they are likely to initiate cracking, which may subsequently leads to 
catastrophic failure of aircraft components [1]. Hence, early detection is desired. However, 
the inherently weak strength of signals from hard-alpha inclusions, complicated further by 
the presence of high-level correlated grain noise, have long rendered this a particularly 
serious inspection problem. Furthermore, the lack of appropriate test specimens has made 
the development and evaluation of detection techniques even more challenging. 
In our engineering approach toward this problem, we first utilize a measurement model 
to simulate signals for specific inclusions and superimpose on these noise traces obtained on 
real samples. We then show that it is feasible to construct matched fIlters to achieve 
significant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) enhancement. Based on simulation studies of large-
scale data sets, we can then assess the matched filter performance and the detectability in 
terms of the receiver operating characteristics estimates. Examples of detection of different 
inclusion impedances and sizes are presented in combination with various experimental 
setups. The results of using split-spectrum technique are also included. A parallel effort of 
applying neural networks and statistical analysis to the hard-alpha problem can be found in 
these proceedings [2]. 
SIGNAL SIMULATION 
The manufacture of test specimens containing seeded hard-alpha inclusions is currently 
underway in a separate work [3]. Presently, it is believed that these hard-alpha inclusions 
have similar ultrasonic characteristics as those of weakly scattering inclusions, and can be 
simulated from models [4]. Here the Thompson-Gray measurement model [5] is employed 
to simulate the hard-alpha inclusion signals. This model simulates flaw signals through 
modeling of the entire ultrasound propagation process using theoretical calculations of flaw 
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scattering amplitude, beam spreading, medium attenuation and interface transmission. The 
electronic system response is introduced through waveforms obtained from a separate 
reference experiment. At given range of depth in a titanium specimen, the flaw time record 
can be synthesized by adding real grain noise data to the simulated flaw signals. Although 
the software is capable of simulating ellipsoidal flaw signals using both planar and focused 
probes on flat or curved interface, our current studies are limited to a spherical inclusion and 
flat interface only for simplicity. Using this additive data model, we have acquired two 
large-scale data sets of different flaw and transducer specifications for testing our signal 
processing algorithms. The characteristics of the two data sets are summarized in Table 1 as 
data sets 1 and 3. The specimen is a typical Ti-6426 alloy block having a moderately severe 
noise. It is seen that, with the use of focused transducer, the average input SNR in Set 3 is 
better than that of Set I although the inclusion size in Set 3 is less than half as large as in Set 
1. Set 3 also has a smaller contrast in acoustic impedance of 10% higher than the host 
titanium alloy. The peak SNR here is defined by the division of the peak inclusion signal by 
the peak noise signal in a noise trace. 
The other signal (data) simulation method applied in this work is a recent Monte-Carlo 
noise model [6]. Utilizing the Thompson-Gray model as the building block, this model 
computes the ultrasonic scattering contributions from individual grains as well as the target 
flaw. The flaw data are then the superposition of total responses from flaw and grains 
within the beam boundary. This noise model has also confirmed the validity of the first 
additive model by producing flaw data of the same characteristics. Data set 2 in Table 1 lists 
one set of flaw data generated from noise model. 
The simulated data from both models have been analyzed to be approximately 
Gaussian distributed with zero mean (after DC component removal) outside the flaw region 
(i.e. the grain noise portion). This Gaussian behavior is more closely reproduced for the 
planar probe data which contain longer time records. Within the flaw region, the mean is 
influenced by the flaw signal and depends on the flaw signal strength. From further 
analysis, the grain noise was considered colored mainly by the transducer spectrum. It was 
also determined that, for short-time data, non-stationarity due to material attenuation is small 
and can be ignored. However, this is not the case for the non-stationarity caused by the 
transducer focusing effect. 
MATCHED FILTER TECHNIQUE 
In the signal simulation, as stated above, the expected form of the flaw signals are 
known which naturally lead us to the use of matched filter techniques. In matched filters, 
one matches the filter impulse response to the flaw signal so that the instantaneous peak 
correlation effect is maximized. This method was originally developed and widely used in 
the radar area [7] and has appeared in NDE applications [8]. The feasibility and advantages 
of applying this filter to the hard-alpha detection problem are four-fold. First, in principle it 
is the optimal linear filter for detecting known signals in colored noise. Secondly, the 
approach can be easily adjusted as knowledge of actual flaw signal waveforms become 
available later. The adjustment can be done through further modeling refinement or 
empirical signal acquisition. Thirdly, the flaw size can be simultaneously estimated in a M-
ary system of multiple matched filter banks. Fourthly, in order to avoid solving complicated 
integral equations in its full implementation, a simpler frequency domain approximation can 
be employed taking advantage of assumed past and future behavior of the signal. This 
approximation is computationally efficient via the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm and is 
capable of real-time inspections. The frequency response of the approximated filter takes the 
form [9]: 
H (f) oc F* (f) 
S(f) (1) 
Where F*(f) is the conjugate of flaw frequency response and S(f) is the noise power 
spectrum. The division by S(f) is to pre-whiten the noise spectrum since the generic 
matched filter was derived for white noise [9]. Here several algorithms were applied to 
estimate S(f) including Welch's multi-windowing periodogram [10] and the simple use of 
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Table 1 The descriptions of three simulated data sets. 
Description Data Set 1 2 3 
data set size 100 42 231 
inclusion signal simulated simulated simulated 
noise signal real simulated real 
inclusion diameter in 11m 1000 400 400 
inclusion impedance difference high medium low 
average input signal-to-noise ratio -3.78 1.6 -2 
transducer bandwidth in MHz (0.6,23) (3.0,6.9) (0.4,12.0) 
transducer type planar focused focused 0.25" dia 0.5", F = 2" 0.5", F = 2" 
spectrum magnitude. We found that, practically, the simple spectrum magnitude gave best 
results in spite of the fact that it is theoretically an inconsistent estimator. We computed the 
noise power spectrum estimate using the same noise data before superimposing it on the 
flaw signal. In practice, additional techniques will be required to estimate S(f) from 
waveforms which might contain flaw signals. 
Three versions of the matched filter, namely, white, gated-color and color, were 
developed for evaluation. The white version contains the basic form of F*(f) without the 
S(f) whitening component in (1). The gated-color filter is the time-limited finite impulse 
response (FIR) version having duration about the same as the flaw signal, and the color 
version implements the band-limited infinite impulse response (IIR) circular correlation. All 
three filter versions have been tested on data set 1 (Table 1) and their performance 
comparison is listed in Fig. 1. The color version is seen superior to other two in enhancing 
peak SNR. With input average peak SNR of -3.78 dB, the color filter is able to obtain 
significant average peak SNR enhancement of more than 11 dB at the output. This color 
version was then selected for subsequent testing of other data sets. 
One detection example obtained from Set 3 data is illustrated in Figs. 2 (a)-(d). Fig. 2 
(a) shows a 400 11m hard-alpha spherical inclusion signal simulated for a focused immersion 
setup. Because of its small size, the echoes from front and back specular points of this 
inclusion can not be resolved. When synthesized with a corresponding experimental rf noise 
data set, this inclusion signal is completely corrupted (at the location pointed by an upward 
arrow) which leads to a poor input peak SNR of -1.5 dB (Fig. 2 (b». After a matched filter 
designed for a 400 11m flaw is applied, the flaw signal is greatly enhanced to indicate a sure 
detection (Fig. 2 (c». In contrast, Fig. 2(d) depicts the filtered result of the corresponding 
noise data (in the absence of flaw signal) with much lower level of enhancement, which 
gives an output peak SNR of 9.1 dB and a peak SNR enhancement of 10.6 dB. The time 
resolution of detection is also exceptional. By aligning the time axes of Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), 
we can see that the filtered signal peaks up right at the center of the flaw signal before 
filtering, which is as expected from the preset filter delay. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the result of using the filter of matched size has implied the actual 
implementation of a M-ary system. The M-ary system involves sending the same input 
signal to a series of filter banks where each filter bank is targeting for a specific flaw size so 
that maximum matching to the input signal, and hence the detection, can be ensured. In this 
way, we gain the extra advantage of being able to estimate the flaw size simultaneously. 
Fig. 3 demonstrates this concept of using an M-ary system where five data records, each 
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Fig. 1 The performance comparison of three versions of a matched filter. Min, Avg and 
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Fig. 2 A simulated low-impedance 4()() 11m hard-alpha inclusion signal (a), the 
superimposition of (a) on an experimental grain noise measurement (b), the result of (b) after 
matched filtering (c), and the filtered result of noise only (d). 
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Fig. 3 The amplitude distributions of a M-ary matched filter system with respect to five 
input noise data waveforms, each containing a 500 11m inclusion signal. 
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containing a 500 Ilm flaw signal, were processed through 5 filters matched to different flaw 
size ranging from 300 Ilm to 700 Ilm. It is evident that the 500 Ilm filter indeed outperforms 
the others in obtaining the highest filtered amplitude. It is also observed from Fig. 3 that the 
filtered amplitudes of other filters do not decline abruptly. This mismatch insensitivity 
would be beneficial for detection in that the neighboring filters may still be able to detect a 
distorted input signal if the filter of exact match has failed to do so. It also suggest that the 
technique may be robust to variations in flaw shape from the assumed sphere. 
The receiver operating characteristics of the matched filter was examined by employing 
statistical hypothesis testing [9]. One likelihood-ratio test, the Neyman-Pearson criterion, 
was considered suitable for our problem, since it requires neither a priori probabilities nor 
cost estimates which are difficult to determine in practice. Derived from the general Bayes 
criterion as a special case, the Neyman-Pearson criterion maximizes the probability of 
detection (POD) for a given probability of false alarm (POF). Here POD and POF for 
detecting signals in Gaussian noise can be related implicitly through the following 
expressions 
I 
POF = '2 erfc (x) 
and 
where P is the output power peak signal to RMS noise ratio and erfc(x) is the 




Fig. 4 plots the performance comparison of these Neyman-Pearson POD-POF predictions 
vs. the simulation results using the three data sets in Table 1. The theoretical POD's were 
computed, for given POP's and P's, from (3) by first solving for the dimensionless variable 
x in (2) iteratively. The POD's and POP's in the simulation results were obtained by 
properly thresholding the output signals processed by the matched filters. The Set 1 data 
points (with output power SNR of 8) distribute precisely in-between the two theoretical 
curves of power SNR's of 6 and 10. The Set 3 data points, having the highest output SNR 
of 20, follow the similar trend initially but, owing to the presence of a few outliers, level off 
earlier than the projected theoretical prediction. Set 2 data, having few available data points, 
deviate considerably more from the ideal predictions. Nevertheless, overall good agreement 
between the theory and the simulation is observed. At the 10% POF level, at least 92% POD 
has been reached in all three data sets. 
SPLIT-SPECTRUM TECHNIQUE 
Another technique known as split-spectrum (frequency diversity) has also been 
implemented in this work. This method, appearing in the field for nearly a decade ago [11], 
is capable of suppressing grain noise through a number of bandpass filterings that decrease 
the correlation between signal components. The flaw detection task is then accomplished by 
post-processing each of these filtered signals back in time domain using some non-linear 
algorithms including minimization and polarity thresholding [12]. These algorithms mostly 
rely on the relative stability of flaw signal amplitude and polarity over the noise counterparts 
in the decorrelation process. For strong scatterers (such as flat-bottom holes), which 
possess higher reflectivity and a characteristic spectrum that is distinct from that of grain 
boundaries, this method has been shown to work well [12]. For our problem where 
inclusion signals are generally weaker with overlapping spectrum, however, certain 
modifications are necessary. In conjunction with the use of additionallowpass filtering and 
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polarity change tolerance, the hybrid minimization/polarity thresholding algorithm using 
sinusoidal windows [13] was the best choice for most situations. 
Fig. 5 illustrates one detection example of a simulated 1000 !lm high-impedance hard-
alpha inclusion signal obtained from a lOMHz planar immersion scan. Fig. 5 (a) shows the 
superposition of the inclusion signal and high grain noise background which gives a poor 
peak input SNR of about -6 dB. The split-spectrum processing was performed in the 
spectral range of 1.1 - 4 MHz (equivalent to a low pass filtering), with window center 
frequency separation of 0.2 MHz, window width of 0.3 MHz, and cosine taper of 0.2 MHz. 
The tolerance for polarity change was set to 5. The filtered output, as shown in Fig. 5 (b), 
peaks up highest in the flaw region but also retains other structure in the early time, which 
leads to a moderate output peak SNR of 2.5 dB and an SNR enhancement of 8.5 dB. From 
testing other cases, we found that, with all the previously mentioned modifications, the split 
spectrum algorithm can reach the SNR enhancement comparable to that obtained from the 
matched filter. However, as previously reported in the literature, this technique is also 
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Fig. 4 Operating characteristics of Neyman-Pearson theory vs. three data set simulations. 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
In this work, we have demonstrated the feasibility of using signal modeling/processing 
techniques to detect interior volumetric flaw (particularly hard-alpha inclusions) signals 
corrupted by material noise. POD above 90% and POF below 10% are also shown 
achievable through large-scale testing for the particular simulated inclusion signals studied. 
Both the matched filter and split spectrum methods have comparable performance but the 
matched filter is more consistent. 
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Fig. 5 Detection example of hard-alpha inclusion using split -spectrum technique: a weak 
inclusion signal surrounded by severe grain noise (a) and the filtered result (b). 
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